Believing in What’s
Possible
Visionary leaders have one thing in common: they
love to be told “it can’t be done.” Refusing to accept
that four-word phrase is what brought us modern
democracy, the printing press, a man on the moon,
and so many of the innovative products, services,
and ideas that are transforming our lives today.
It’s also what gave birth to the Center for
Values-Driven Leadership.
In 2008, we partnered with a group of visionary
business leaders to form the Center when many people in industry, the media, and society at large were
suggesting that a values-driven approach to business
just “can’t be done.” Not consistently. Not profitably.
They were wrong. Many of us knew that, but the
research supporting it was fuzzy and inconclusive.
Few business schools were teaching a values-driven
alternative. The stories of successful ethical, people-centered businesses weren’t being told; their
processes weren’t being studied. So we formed the
Center to help shift the conversation.

Six years later, I can say with confidence, It can be
done. It has been done. It is being done. The document you are holding is evidence of that.
Thank you for your strong support in helping to
make it happen.
The next two years will be a time of significant
growth for us. On the back of this document you’ll
find a variety of ways you can support the work of
the Center for Values-Driven Leadership as you continue to be a force for ethical, responsible, people-focused business. Please consider partnering with us.
Thank you,

Jim Ludema, Ph.D. | Director

The Center’s ongoing work is funded by corporate and individual partners who share a vision
for shaping the global conversation around values-driven leadership. While support from the
university provides the resources needed to sustain our doctoral program, our capacity for truly
influencing a global network of business leaders depends on additional support from generous
partners like you.
Support us in one of two ways:
1. Invest in our general fund, which allows us to direct resources where most needed in support
of our mission of shaping the global conversation.
2. Partner with us for one of the projects listed below, and receive public recognition for your
investment.

Opportunities

Program Innovation - $30,000
We are currently developing two new initiatives that will influence the Center’s long-term
impact. The first is an innovative master’s degree program in values-driven leadership that
will offer a “high tech, high touch” learning environment. Second, we will further develop
our custom solutions offerings to help executives with their leadership development and
change management. Investors are needed to provide the seed money for the development of these programs. In exchange for your partnership, you will receive recognition
and a discount on custom executive education or consulting for your company.
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